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Category: COVID-19 Best Student Experience Response
The higher-ed sector has suffered from great hardship as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Over the
past 12 months, ProQuest has worked tirelessly with libraries, information providers, and users to
develop a comprehensive set of no-cost programs to help students, faculty and institutions thrive in a
changing world.
ProQuest’s Dissertations Bootcamp is a crucial example of this effort. At the end of this document,
we’ve also included several additional examples of COVID-19 e-learning-related programs that were
designed to help libraries and their users in 2020 and beyond.

Dissertations Bootcamp: Supporting Graduate Students Working Remotely
ProQuest has historically been a go-to resource for graduate student authors. Due to COVID-19,
graduate students are reporting anxiety about delays in their research and graduation goals. University
administrators are also challenged to support student degree completion in a virtual-only environment.
To help these students and administrators, ProQuest launched a free, on-demand digital learning
program, Dissertations Bootcamp, specifically for grad students and their advisors.
This program is designed for students to use on their own or in conjunction with virtual bootcamps
being conducted by the universities. ProQuest leveraged the expertise of Jan E. Allen, Associate Dean at
Cornell University, to build much of the content. Dr. Allen’s 20 years facilitating on-campus and virtual
bootcamps worldwide, along with modules created by learning experience designers, ensures that
Dissertations Bootcamp will help grad students
continue to achieve the key milestones in their
dissertation journey – even during COVID-19. These
modules are freely available on ProQuest’s
website, but are also shared in SCORM file format
so they can be deployed via LMS at any university.
The self-service modules come with opportunities
to learn, apply, and assess against the objectives
established at the beginning of each module. Using
interactive question types, video, and notescapture tools, grad students remain engaged in
virtual learning.

The three e-learning modules include:

Module 1: Getting Started on Your Thesis or Dissertation
Module 2: Efficient Discovery and Research Curation
Module 3: Developing a Productive Writing Plan
Downloadable learning aids are provided to support students as they go to work on their own
dissertations:
• https://about.proquest.com/documents/20-Steps-to-writing-your-thesis-ordissertation-proposal.html
• https://about.proquest.com/documents/Assessment-Rubric.html
• https://about.proquest.com/documents/Efficient-Discovery-and-ResearchCuration.html
• https://about.proquest.com/documents/Developing-a-strategic-writing-plan-to-getyou-to-completion.html
• https://about.proquest.com/documents/Getting-to-flow.html
• https://about.proquest.com/documents/Fill-the-reservoir.html
• https://about.proquest.com/documents/A-plan-for-revising-and-editing.html
• https://about.proquest.com/documents/Example-writing-plan.html
Learn More:
https://about.proquest.com/products-services/dissertations/Dissertation-eLearning.html
Additional E-Learning Programs
In addition to the Dissertations Bootcamp, ProQuest launched several additional no-cost e-learning
programs in response to COVID-19:
•

Coronavirus Research Database: The Coronavirus Research Database is a collection of journal
articles, preprints, conference proceedings, dissertations and more related to COVID-19 and
other coronaviruses. It includes comprehensive research background coverage of past
pandemics and epidemics, like MERS and SARS, to give researchers and students context around
the current global crisis. This resource is available at no cost to ProQuest customers. More than
half a million users have used the database in its first 9 months.

•

Black Freedom Struggle in the United States: A curated selection of primary sources for teaching
and learning about the struggles and triumphs of Black Americans. Developed with input from
Black history scholars and advisors, this resource is freely available on the web and to libraries
for anyone studying U.S. Black history.

Criteria
Were there measurable long-term changes and/or benefits from the response?
• Webinars that supported the use of the Dissertations Bootcamp were extremely well attended
and we have received several comments from Graduate Deans and Libraries saying how greatly
needed these resources were. The resources were developed to support early graduate
students that may have just been beginning their dissertation development in the Fall of 2020.
We hope that their future graduation goals are met in the coming years, and we hope our
supporting tools gave them the jump-start to stay on track despite the additional challenges
COVID-19 introduced.
How effective was the response? Support with examples.
• Over 160 institutions have downloaded SCORM files to implement within their university’s LMS.
• Website usage of the modules continues to grow: 10,345 unique site visits in the past 5 months
• We’ve engaged with 14 different countries who have expressed interest in leveraging these
resources.
• A student-centered webinar to introduce these modules was held in Greece and had nearly
1,200 registrants. Similar events are planned to be replicated in 2021 in many areas of the
world.
• Anecdotal responses and resharing of content continues on social media.

How well did the response benefit learners and on what scale? Provide detailed examples.
• The issues and pain points addressed were based on direct market research conducted with
students and the extensive experience of our subject-matter expert, Jan Allen. Addressing the
right challenges for students at an earlier point in their graduate studies should result in
improved outcomes, evidenced by our other SME, Dr. Ken Helvey, who implemented
dissertation research, analysis, and writing into his program’s curriculum in 2018 and saw an
increase in graduation rates at Texas Wesleyan University, from 60% in 2017, to 80% in 2018
after implementing the program, and growing to 92% in 2019.
How did the nominee go above and beyond for students? What were the details involved and how
was it implemented?
• ProQuest quickly identified the need based on known challenges that graduate student authors
already encountered and the amplifying of the social effect that isolation has on these students.
From April through July, ProQuest quickly identified the proper partners to develop the content
and vehicle for distribution to help students entering their programs in the fall of 2020, reacting
quickly and building a strong communication plan to distribute these resources worldwide.
ProQuest reallocated internal budgets to develop a free resource to support their users at a
time when they are consumed with anxiety and stress. Relieving some of the burden with freely
available support tools was one way that ProQuest could give back and lean into an education
community that produces the research and discoveries that is so vital to the successes of our
society, health, and economy.

Editable PDF Tool available for Libraries to distribute to students

Dissertation Bootcamp
Academic writing is an essential skill for graduate success and degree completion and can sometimes require a
shift in writing and research techniques. With many graduate students juggling family, work, and their graduate
studies, ProQuest offers FREE on-demand interactive lessons.

ACCESS THEM ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
Gain the Skills to:
1. Understand what other work has been produced under

4. Generate a literature review for proposal writing.
5. Leverage the ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global
collection to enhance your outcomes.

3. Understand the qualities of a well written dissertation.

GO:

CONTENT COVERED
Each module will take 20-30 minutes to complete.

• How to select a topic
• What is the process for
completing a dissertation
or thesis

• How to perform basic and
advanced topic searches

• Best practices for writing your
dissertation and thesis

• Research curation tools to help
build a literature review

• Overcoming common hurdles
to writing

support.proquest.com
For dissertations product support, contact us at
1-800-521-0600.

RECORD YOUR LEARNING FOR LATER USE
1. Save and export your dissertations bootcamp course work by hitting the Submit button when available.

2. Download the learning aids to reference during your research and writing.

Be a Part of ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global Research Community

Learn more about including your dissertation or thesis with ProQuest at:
https://about.proquest.com/products-services/dissertations/Student-Authors.html

support.proquest.com

For ProQuest product support, contact us at
1-800-521-0600.
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